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Introduction 

This paper gives a theoretical treatment of several properties which 
describe certain variable-length encodings likely to lend themselves for the 
storage or trausmission of information. An optimum encoding is sought for 
by which every possible information can be encoded with the minimum pos
sible of symbols, that is, using shorter sequences (code-words) for the more 
frequent messages and longer sequences for the less frequent ones without 
separating them by commas. This kind of encoding is called variable-length 
comma-free encoding. The restriction that none of the sequence assigned to 
a code-word is allowed to serve as the initial sequence of another code-word, 
defines the encoding as to have the prefix property [1,2]. 

All the encodings dealt with in the present paper are of the prefix type. 

1. Fundamental concepts, terminology 

Let he given a set % = {Xl' %2' •.• , Xq} with a finite numher q > 2 of 
elements, usually called alphabet. The sequences I.;, I.ir ... 1.;2 constructed 
from the elements (letters) of % are called words. The words are denoted hy 
A, B, ... etc. The empty word without any letter is denoted hy 0, and the 
empty set hy e. 

The number ?, = ?(A) of letters in a word A = %A
1
%A 2 ••• lA}.(A) is to 

be understood as the length of A, its initial sequen~e of letters 0; %A,; ... ; A 
is called the prefix of A. 

If A is a prefix of B, we write A -< B or A -< B. The symhol -< indicates 
ohviously a reflexive, antisymmetrical~ransitive relation hetweentlle words. 

Thc set of words forms a cancellative semigroup, its operation is the 
juxtaposition of the words. 

A and B are words not necessarily of the same length, their distance 
Q(A; B) is equal to the number of corresponding pairs lA,' lB,; i = 1, ... 

.. . , Min P(A), ?(B)} for which lA, ~' %B;' 
For the distance thus defined 

3 Periodica Polytechnica Ch. XIV/3-4. 
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e(A;A) = 0 

e(A; B) = e(B; A) 

aI-ways hold for arbitrary A, B, since the triangle axiom 

e(A; B) + e(B; C) > e(A; C) 

holds with the restriction that ).(B) :2 wIin P(A); ?(C)}. It is easy to see that 
e(A; B) = 0 holds if and only if A and B are comparable with respect to the 
relation -<. If for A and B g(A; B) > 0 holds they will be called disjoint. 

o 

o 
do 

A;3 =[00, lOO, 1111 J ~r3 

A1=00 ~01 
10~o5 

11-1'7 

Fig. 1 

AZ==100....--...-;..1z A3=1111~T3 

111---- 08 

An n-tuple of distinct words Ai (i = 1, 2, ... , n) is called a code and 
it "will be denoted by cfCn = [A!, ... , An]. If the length of each code-word, 
with i = 1, 2, ... , (n - 1) is such that 1.(Ai ) < I. (A i +1) holds, the code (with 
this property) will be denoted hy cJ(n' 

The distance of an arbitrary word TV from cfCn is defined by Min {g( TV; AJ; 
i 

Ai E cfCn } and denoted by e(TV; cfCn ). 

An arhitrary codc cfCn can he represented as a rooted tree 'with n end 
points and whose edges are lahelled hy the letters of alphahet X. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between all prefixes of cfCn and all 
thc vertices of the tree FTl with a root ;'0' 

The representation is illustrated by the following example; cfC3 = 
[00,100,111] (Fig. 1). 

It is ohvious that the degree of f'O Ern is at most q any other vertex is 
at most q + 1. It is easy to sce that any FTl of the type given aboyc 'with 
appropriately labelled edges represents a code cfCTl . 
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2. Theorems and proofs 

The following well-known theorem will be frequently used throughout 
this paper: A code cR::J with the prefix property containing n ~ 2 words can 
be constructed from the letters of the alphabet X = {Xl' ... , Xq}, q > 2 if 
and only if the length of every code-word satisfy Szillird's inequality 

If the equality (1) 
;;Z q-i.(A,) = 1 

AiE'~ll 

holds, cR:n is called exhausted. By the next theorem it will be exhibited that 
the exhaustion of a code can be defined by its other properties. 

In this paper an arbitrary code is to be understood with the prefix 
propcrty. 

Theorem 2.1. The following statements are equivalent 

a) 1. 

h) No code cR:m exists·for 'which cR:" c dtTlJ' (n < m) holds. 
c) For arbitrary word It' (whose letters are the elements of alphabet z) 

Q(w; eX,,) = 0 holds. 
Proof: Condition h) is a consequence of a). Suppose that a code cR:m 

exists for which cR:n C cR:m • This implies that 

it contradicts to condition a). Condition c) is a consequence of h). Suppose that 
a word 10 exists, for -which Q(w; cfL,) > O. Then none of the Ai is a prefix of LV 

and the union of cltn and IV is a code cR:n +1 = Mn U w with the property cR:n C 

C cR:n +1 which is a contradiction to condition b). Condition a) is a consequence 
of c). Suppose that 

Consider the set c-'i' consisting of all the 'words of length 1, I > Max P(Ai); , 
Ai E ciln} wllose letters are in Z (their numher is ;/). All the elements of "'~ 
whose prefix is Ai form a subset of c-,? :lenoted hy e (Ai)' The number of 
elements in e(Ai) is ql-i.(Ail. 

* The inequality of the form (1) ~as been published first by Leo Szilard in his paper 
on the nIaxwellian demon (L. Szilard: Uher die Entropievcrminderung in einem thermody
namisrhC'n System hei Eingriff intellip:('ntPT \Vl'~en. Z. Phys. 1929. 8-1O-8S6.). 
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Since 

n 

the number of elements in the set e = U C(Ai) is 
i=l 

2.: ql-J.(A/). Now :E q-i.(Ai) < 1 implies that Y ql-i.(Ai) < { 
AiEcltn AiEc~n A;E':rtn 

Hence co? "'" e is not empty. For an arbitrary WE cop"", e 'we have 
Q(W; cJi:n) > 0 which contradicts to condition c). 

Remarks The exhausted code with the minimum number of elements based on the 
alphab~t X is d~lloted b'r/iq = [Xl' ... , Xq]' Eac.h code-word. of 2q is of length l. 

'?q = [1"'[, ... , T' q] denotes the code wah the maXimum number of elements (based 
on the alphabet X). In tliis code each code-word is of length t. 

Theorem 2.2. If cJi:n is exhausted and Ar E cltn ; J.(Ar) = Max {i.(AJ; 
i 

Ai E cJi:11 } is an element with the prefix A of length ;.(Ar) -1, then the words 

A Xl' A X2' •.• , A 'Xq are the elements of cJi:". 
Proof: Since I.(A 'XJ = ?'(Ar) holds, A 'Xj (j = 1, ... ,g) is not a prefix 

of any elements ofcJi:n • On the othcr hand there is not such Ai; ;.(Ai) < ;.(A 'X) = 
= ;.(Ar) which is the prefix ofAXj (j = 1, ... , g). since it 'would imply that Ai 
'were the prefix of Ar too, and that is impossible for code words being mutually 
disjoint. By theorem 2.l.c. Q(A 'XJ; cJi:n ) = 0 holds which imIJlies A 'Xj E cJi:r;, 
(j = 1, ... ,g). 

Corollary. In an exhausted code the number of code-words with maximum 
length is a multiple of g. 

Theorem 2.3. If e-Jtn = [AI' ... , An] and .:ilirn = [Bl' ... , B'Il] are codes, 
thencJi:ll X Srn = [AI' ... ,An-I' AnBl' AnB2' ... ,AnBlI'] is a code too. 

The latter will be exhausted if cJi:n and c'i6m are exhausted. 
Proof: For i = 1,2, ... , (n - 1) andj = 1, 2, ... , m we have Q(Ai;AllB) 

> g(Ai; At!) > 0, and for k 7-'- j we have Q(AnB!,; AnB) == g(An; An) + 
+ Q(Bk ; B) > 0, and so any pair of 'words of eftn X Srn is disjoint. If cJi:/l and 
.:ilirn are exhausted, "we have 

n 
..... ' g-i.(A,) = 1 
~' ., 
i=1 

Hence, denoting <S/l+m-1 = cJi:/l X .:ilim, 

rn 
'" q-i.(B;) - 1 
~ -. 
i=l 

/l-1 rn /l :E q-i.(C) = ~ g-J.(A,) + g-J.(An) • ..::E g-i.(B,) = :E g-J.(A;) = I 
cEen+m_l i=l i=1 i=1 

indicating that <S,,+m-l = cJt/l X &6rn is exhausted. The dual statement of 
theorem 2.3 is 
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Theorem 2.'1. If Tt > k >- 2, and all the code words of cf[n with the common 
prefix A of maximum length ;.(A) ~ , ° are given by the sequence 

then 

If cf[" is exhausted, both cf["-k+l and §D" are exhausted too. 
Proof. By supposition, none of the words AI' A2 , ••• ,An _" has the pre

fix A, or is a prefix of A. By the transitivity of the relation -<, such a code 
word would he namely the prefix of the 'words AB1, AB2, ••• , AB,,, too, which 
is impossible since each pair of the code words is disjoint. It follows that the 
pairs of words of AI' A 2, ••• , An __ h' A are disjoint and therefore form a code 

cf[n_"+1 = [AI"'" A"_,,, A]. 
It follows from the fact that each pair of the code-words of cf[" is disjoint 

and by the identity 

that the pairs of words B1, B z, ... , B" are disjoint and form a code §D" = 
[Bl' B 2 , ••• , Eh]. If cf[n is exhausted, 

hence 
~ q-i.(Ar) = 1 

AiE~lln_k+l 

and also 

which is sufficient for cf["-k+l and §D" to be exhausted. 
By Theorem 2.2. we get: 
Corollary. An exhausted code Ji" (n > q) ean be written III the form 

cJt" = cf[,,-q+l X ~a, where cJ{"-Q+l is an exhausted code. 
As an example to theorem 2.4 let us consider an exhausted code repre

sented by 

cf[6 = [00,01,10, llO, lllO, llll] 
cJts = [00, 01, 1] X [0, 10, llO, Ill] 
cJ(s = [00, 01, 10, 11] X [0, 10, 11] 
Ji6 = [00,01, 10, llO, Ill] X [0,1] = [00,01,10,110, Ill] /~ g)2' 
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Theorem 2.5. If cfi:n is exhausted, thl' number of its different prefixes 
. nq-l 
IS . 

q-l 
Proof: It is clear that the number of the prefixes of cfi:n is equal to the 

number of vertices of the tree rll representing cfi:n • It can be easily seen that 
if cfi:n is exhausted, then except the n end-points, precisely q directed edges 
start from each vertex, and except the starting point ;'0 to which no edge is 
directed, just one edge runs to each vertex. If the numher of vertices is a the 
numher of edges starting from the vertices of rn is (a - n) q. Since in each 
tree there is always one vertex more than edges, (a - n) q = a - I, thus 

a = nq-l holds. In [I] the same result for the hinary case (q = 2) is given. 
q-l 

The following result is known (see e.g. [7]). 
Theorem 2.6. The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 

an exhausted code ,vith 1l words (constructed from the letters of the alphabet 
% = {Zl"'" X,}, (q > 2)) is that 11 is an integer of the form r(q-l) + I, 
,. > l. 

Proof: The necessity of the condition follows from theorem 2.5. 
For an exhausted code we have nq - I == 0 (mod q - I) and all positive 

solutions of this congruence are the integers nr = r(q - I) + I, when r = 

= 0, I, 2, ... The sufficiency may he proved hy induction as follows. If r = I 
by remark I of Theorem 2.1 the code ~q = cXnl is exhausted. Suppose that 
cfi:nr_

1
, r > I is exhausted, then, hy Theorem 2.3, the code cXn, = ci1nr_

1 
)( ~q 

is exhausted too. 
Corollary. If q = 2, for any natural number 11 > 2 there exists an exhaust

ed code with 11 elements. In the following, llr always denotes the integer 

(rq -I) + l. 
If q > 2 (non-binary encoding) and )! words (I < )' < q - 2) are omitted 

from the code-words of maximum length of the exhausted code ci?"n
r 

(r > I), 
the code cfi:

11r
- V thus obtained having 11r -)' code words is called quasi

exhausted. This follows from the cOTollary of theorem 2.4. 
Theorem 2.7. The quasi-exhausted code cJtnr - l , (I < l' ::;: q - 2, r > I) 

can be constructed in the form 

J[nr-v = [AI' ... , A nr- q, AZ1, AZ2, ... , AXq_,,] = 

= [AI'" .,Anr- q,A]x[Xl,Z2'·· .,Zq-v] = ci1n"_lX~q-t' 

where cfi:nr_ 1 
is an exhausted code. 

Remark. Since q - l' ~ 2 and [iq_" = [Xl •...• Xq-v] is quasi-exhausted. for any integer 
n ~ 2 there exists an exhausted or quasi-exhausted code with n code-words (constructed from 
the letters of the alphabet X). 
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Theorem 2.8. a) If eXn is quasi-exhausted, then for an arbitrary word 

W with }.(W) < Max P.(Aih Ai E eXn} we have eUJ7; eXTl) = O. 
i 

b) If for a code eXl1 we have for every word W with J.( W) < Max {I. (Ai) ; 
i 

Ai E eXTl } that e( W; eXTl) = 0, then eXTl is exhausted or quasi-exhausted. 
Proof: Both statements of theorem 2.8 are trivial for n < q. Consider 

n > q. Let us denote by d(Tl the code obtained by arranging the word lengths 
of eXTl into a monotonically non decreasing sequence. Assuming eXTl to be 
quasi-exhausted, applying Theorem 2.7 with nr - l', we get JtTl = eXTlr_t 

X 
)( <li q - v ' Now we have for each word W with 1.(W1 < l\Iax {J.(Ai); Ai E :JtTl } 

the identity , 

Q( W; eXTl) = e( W; c!{Tl) = e( W; eXTlr_,) 

and sincc oR:Tl ,_, is exhausted the statement a) follows by Theorem 2.1. 
Let us assume statement b) to be proved i.e. for each word IT/, with 

i.(W) < lVIax {I.(Ai); Ai EeXn} the distance e(W;c1tn) O. Consequently, no 
i 

word of shorter length exists than lVIax {i.(Ai) ; Ai E eXTl } which is disjoint 
i 

from the code-words of eXTl • Thus eXn is either exhausted or such that maximum 
q - 2 words of length lVIax {I.(Ai); Ai E eX,,} with are disjoint from the code-

i 

words of eXn, i.e. oR:n is quasi-exhausted. 
An algorithm for the construction of codes will be presented. Let be 

given J.1 < 1'2 < ... < I.r the lengths of the elements of cl{,n, and SI > 1 
(l = 1, ... , r) the number of elements of length /.z, obviously 

is supposed to hold. 

r 

2' SI = n holds. 
1=1 

r 

.::E slq-}'/ 1 
1=1 

Let us give n rational numbers ex (1; k) 1 = 1,2, ... , rand k = 1,2, ., " SI 

as follows if I = 1, x(1; k) = (k -1) q-}" (k = 1, ... ,SI) and if 1 > 1 

By this definition it is obvious that 
Lemma 2.1. (i) ex(1; 1) = 0 

(ii) cx(l; k + 1) = x(l; k) + q-i./, 
(iii) cx(l + 1, 1) = ex(l; SI) + q-\ 
(iv) cx(1; k) < 1 

k = 1, 2, ... , (SI - 1) 
l = 1, 2, ... , (r - 1) 

Let bi be the digits of the q-nary number system, then 
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Lemma 2.2. The q-nary fractional form of x(l; k) contains at most ;./ 
non-zero digits i.e. 

i'I 

x(l; k) = :E OJ q-i = 0,% 2 •.• 0)./. 
i=l 

Proof: For x(l; 1) = 0, the statement is trivial, for any other x(l; k) 
it IS easy to see using the inequality q-l/ < x(l; k) < 1 implied by (ii), (iii), 
(iv) of lemma 2.l. 

Lemma 2 3. In the fractional forms of t·wo different numbers, namely 
x(l; k} = 0, olbz ... 15;./ and x(I'; k') = 0, b~D~ • •• b;'}" it does not hold for each 
i = 1,2, ... , Min VI; )'I'} that bj = D~. 

Proof: x(l; k) and x(l'; k') are different if at least either l = /' or k = k' 
does not hold. Thus, without loss of generality, let k, k' be arbitrary if 1 > I' 
and let us assume, contrary to above statement, that for each i = 1, 2, ... , }.I' 

Dj = bi holds. 
Since 0 < x(l; k) - x(l' ; k') < 1, 

x(l; k) -. 0:(1'; k') = 0,00 ... 0 O}'I'+l o"t'+> ... a}.} 
......... -.~ 

J./. digits 

holds. 
This is impossible because of the inequality 

/-1 

x(l;k) " x(1'; k') = :E Si q-i'i+(k-l) q-J./ (k' -1) q-i.!. > q-i./. 
i=l' 

where I > [', k > k' holds. 

Theorem 2.9. Considering the digits AI!: = b, bz .•. 0;1' bJ.1 - including 
any possible digit 0 at the end of the fractions - being in fractional parts of 
the numbers x(l; If) = 0, biJz ... rJ;./ the sequences AiJ, form a code cR:.". cR:." has 
the SI prescribed number of elements of length h 

Proof: Lemma 2.2 implies that by the definition of cA:n it has exactly 
r 

SI elements of length h where .::E SI = n and SI > 1, and hy lemma 2.3 the 
1=1 

sequences AI,; consist of disjoint pairs of 'words. Thus, according to our state-
ment cA:n is a code. 

Remark. For algorithmic construction of binary codes see [1], [2], [6]. 
For sake of illustration we present the binary code constructed by means of above 

algorithm over the letters of the English alphabet. This is an opportunity to compare it with 
the Huffmann type code which is also given below (Table I). 

It may he remarked that this code is exhausted. 
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TaMe 1 

Letter 
Word 

Code-word 
Huffmann-type 

length code-word 

Space 3 000 000 

E 3 001 101 

T 4 0100 0010 

A 4 0101 0100 

0 4 0110 0110 

I 4 0111 1000 

:'\ 4 1000 1001 

S 4 1001 llOO 

R 4 1010 llOl 

H -1 1011 1110 

L 5 11000 01010 

D 5 llOOl 01011 

U 5 11010 llllO 

C 5 llOll 111ll 

F 6 ll1000 OOllOO 

:\I 6 lll00l 001101 

W 6 111010 001110 

Y 6 11l01l 001l1l 

P 6 lll100 011110 

G 6 ll1101 01l10l 

B 6 ll1110 011111 

V 7 1111110 0111000 

K 8 11l11ll0 OlllOOlO 

X 10 1111111100 0111001100 

J 10 11l1l1l101 0111001110 

Q 10 11l1111ll0 0111001101 

Z 10 1111111111 0111001111 

3. ~Iinimum redundancy encoding 

Let us assume the sequence of informations ui E ~Xn of the set W" = 
{ul ' u2' ••• , Un} ·with n 2 2 elements to OCCUl' in the sequences ail ai2 ... 

with the prohahility 

iJ 

Pi = p(U1),P2 = p(a2), ... , Pn p(Un); ~ Pi = 1. 
i=l 
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The code eftn over the alphabet X = {Xl' ... , Xq} will be called a minimum 
redundancy code with respect to the probability distribution P" = {PI' P2' ... 
. . . , Pn} briefly, Pn-minimized, if for any code eft~ over the alphabet X we 
have 

lv![Pn;eftn ] = ~ Pii.(A i) < NI[Pn;cJ{~] = 2 pJ(Ai). 
AlE"',, A'jE""~ 

The necessary and sufficient condition of minimum redundancy encoding 
will be determined by six lemmas. In the non binary case let nr = r(q - 1) + 1 
and 

{ 
n" if cJ{n is exhausted 

n = nr-V, if eft" is quasi-exhausted 

{
if 

q' = :~)" if 
eftn is exhausted 
cP.:n is quasi-exhausted. 

U sing the former notations the corollary of theorems 2.4. and 2.7 implies 
Lemma 3.1. The exhausted or quasi-exhausted code Jf.n with I' > 1 can 

he constructed in the form cJt" = cP.:nr_
1 

X aq., where cP.:"'_' is the exhausted 
code and &q' = {xl' ... , Xq'} (q' > 2). 

Lemma 3.2. Let an eftn = eft"r_l X aq, (I' > 1) be exhausted or quasi
exhausted code and Pn = {PI' P2' ... ,p,,} the prohahility distribution. Then 
for 

the identity 
q' 
"Vp ',' ...:.. "-q ,I 
i=l 

holds. 
Proof: Since 

eft" = cJ{llr_l X aq, = [AI' , .. , An,_J X &q' = 

= [AI' A 2, ... , A ll ,_I' A llr_1 ;(1' A nr_1 ;(2' ... , A n'_l Xq'] 

and n - q' + 1 = nr - 1 it is easy to see that 

holds. 

n-q' q' 

.M[P,,; cR.n] = ~ pJ(AJ+{?(An,_,)+l}· .2E Pn-q'+i = 
i=l i=l 

q' 

= .iVI[P,,,_,; cJ{n,_J + 2 Pn-q'+i 
i=l 

Lemma 3.3. If the code eft" is P ,,-minimized, then it is exh austed or quasi
exhausted. 
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Proof: If, contrary to the above statement, the Pn-minimized code cR:n 
IS not exhausted 01: quasi-exhausted, by theorem 2.8 a 'word Jf/; }.(W) < 
< Max {).(Ai); Ai EcR:n} exist for which Q(W;CJ{n) > O. If a code-word of 

i 

maximum length in cR:" is replaced by Jf?, for the code obtained cR:;,. contrary 
to the fact that cR:n is Pn-minimized, 

M[Pn ; cR:~] < AI[Pn ; cR:n] 

holds. P" denotes a probability distribution Pn whose probabilities Pi (i = 

= I, ... , n - I) are arranged into monotonically non-increasing sequencc 

i.c. Pi ~ PiTl' 
Lemma 3.4. If cR:" is P,,-minimizcd, thcn with Ai E cR:" ;.(Al) s: I.(A2) < 

s: ... < ;.(An). 
Proof: Assume that contrary to our statement, there exist such Ai and 

Aj (1 < i <j < n) that ;.(Ai) >. ;.(Aj) holds. By exchanging incJ{" the word Ai 
and A l' we get the code cR:~ with Ai = A j; Aj Ai (A;, A; E cR:;,) and hecause 

of the inequality Pi ;.(A;) Pj 1.(.:1;) = Pi I.(./l;) + Pj ;.(Ai) < Pi }.(Ai) + 
+ Pj I.(Aj) holding for Pi > Pj > 0 and I.(Aa > I.(Aj) > 0 wc find, contrary 
to the fact that cJ{n is P n-minimized, that 

111 [P,,; cR:~] < lVI [PIl ; cR:n] . 

Lemma 3.5. If the code cR." = cR:"r_l X @q" (r > I) is exhausted or quasi-
exhausted and Pn-minimized, then the exhausted code cR:" is P" -mini-

r-l T-l 

mized with respect to the probability distribution 

which may be obtaincd by summing over the q' tcrms of Pn . 

Proof: Assume that, contrary to our statement, cR:nr_, is not P",_,-mini-
l1r_l 

mized. Since for given n r - 1 the equation ::E q-i'i = I has only a finite number 
i=I 

of solutions in the positive integers I.I , 1.2, ••• ,;.n,_, this implies that there 
is a finite number of exhausted codes consisting of a sequence of n r - I words. 
Thus, hy lemma 3.3, there exists an exhausted code .§Jn r_ 1 which is Pn,_,-mini
mized and for which by our indirect assumption 

M [Pnr-,; £nr-.J < l1f[P,'r_,;cR:n,_J 
holds (i). 

Consider the code £" = .§J"r_l X @q'; making use of Lemma 3.2, one can 
ohtain hy the inecluality (i), 
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contrary to the fact that J{." is Pn-minimized. 
Lemma 3.6. Let be 

PnH = {PI > ... > PS-I> Ps > s+l > ... > P"r-,} 

and cH." = [AI' A?, ... , A" ] P ll -minimized. Moreover be Ps = Ps T 

+ ps,+r~~ . + Ps,. s~ch a par~i~ion ;f~s E P"r_,(PS-l > pJ for which 1 

then it nolds for the code 

that it is P,,-minimized. 
Proof: Assume, contrary to our statement, that oK" is not Pn-minimized. 

In the proof of Lemma 3.5 it has been sho'wn that for given n, the number of 
exhausted codes is finite, thus, for given n, the number of quasi-exhausted 
codes constructed over a set of n - l' 'words is finite. Hence, Lemmas 3.3 and 
3.4 imply that a .ID" code exists which is P,,-minimized and because of our 
indirect assumption, we have 

(i) 

Considering the probability distribution 

and by Lemma 3.2 Ji3" = 00 11,_, X ~q' and clt" = oK"r_1 X ~q' where oK"r_., = 

= [AI' A z, ... , A S -1' A s + 1' ••. ,A",_" As] inequality (i) implies, that 

(ii) 

If by 

then 

11j [P'l,_1;,f0"r_J = lH [Pn ; Jib,,] - Ps < 
< M [Pm clt,,] ,- Ps = M [P'l,-,; oK"r_J 

where Bi E &3"r_1 one obtains 
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hence, considering that 

M[P . a ] - nr-l' C/\"'T1r-l 

using (ii) one can ohtain that contrary to the fact that eJi" , is P" -mini-. -.~. 

mized, 

holds. 
Corollary. Lemma 3.'1 implies cR:n = eX". 
Theorem 3.1. Let hc llk = k(q - 1) + 1 - v (k > 1; 0 < )} < q - 1) and 

the probahility distrihution. Let he 

the prohahility distrihution for T = k 1, k 2, ... , 1 where nr = r(q -1) + 
1 ohtained by arranging the terms of the distrihution 

P = (r+l). •• (r+l) , :-. (T+l) , , . { 
q,} 

"r PI , 'P"r+. -q '~Pllr+. -q ,l 
l=1 

into a monotonically decreasing sequence where 

, Iq-v, q = 
q , 

if in 

if in 

r k 

The necessary and sufficient condition for the exhausted or quasi-exhausted 
code cf[llk to be P llk-minimized, is that the equality: 

(A.) 
k q' 
"" ....., (r) ...,;,;. ..,;;;;., Pllr-q'+i 

r=1 i=! 

holds, wherp. P;;;-q'+i E Pllr (i = 1,2, ... ,q'). 
Proof: The following two statements are ohvious. 

(i) For any probahility distrihution P q = {Pi' ... ,pq} the code cR:q is 
P'i-minimized if and only if ;.(AJ = 1; Ai E cKq holels. This implies for cKll • if 

P ".-minimized, 

q 

M [Pq; g}q] = ~ p}l) = 1 
i=l 

since 111 = q. 
(ii) If the code cKllr is P,,;minimized the code cJillr consisting of its code

words arranged into a sequence of monotonically non-increasing word lengths, 
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is Pllr-minimized, where P
llr 

is the monotonically non-increasing sequence of 
terms in P

llr
• 

Assuming now cJf.1l1; to be PIl,,-minimized, by Lemma 3.5 in the case where 
T = h~, k - 1, ... , 2 (by (i), (ii) and Lemma 3.2) make the validity of the 
equations 

q-" 

1~1[PIlI;; d(1l1;] = M [PIlH, Cl(llk_J + LP~~-(q-"hi 
i=l 

q 

NI [Pn2 ; dtn2 ] = NI [PTl1 ; dtn1 ] + ~ Pn 2-q+i 
i=l 

obvious. (A) can be obtained by summing these equations. 
The prove the 8Ufficiency, let be given a probability distribution Pill: 

One can construct from PilI: the probability distributions P"k-l' Pllk_" ••• , Pn, 

for these distributions the equality (A) holds. Making use of (i) one can begin 
with the Pill-minimized code ~q, to apply Lemma 3.6 and its corollary. The 
code cfink obtained by using the procedure (k - 1) times is PIl!;-minimized. 
Proof of the sufficiency of (A) of theorem 3.3 implies a method based on Lemma 
3.6 for the construction of Pn-minimized codes. The algorithm is illustrated 
by an example. The example is that of a binary code, the algorithm, however, 
works also when the code is qith q-nary alphabet. Let be given the probability 
distribution PlO and construct the table of the prohability distributions 
Pg, Ps, ... , P ~ as follo"ws 

~o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3 ~ ~ [Q]] 
0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 0,2 m / 0.3 / 0,3}/0.4 
0.1 0,1 m,l ~ JO,lBi I 0,2 / 0.2}/ 0,3 
0,1 0,1 ,0,1 1 0.1 /0.12 / O'lB}/ 0,2 
0.06 j!,OB 0.1 / 0,1 ... 0,11/ 0.12 
0,06 0,06 / OOB / 01}/ 0,1) 
0,05 I 0,06 / 0'-06} O:OB 
0.05 If 0,05} 0,06 
0.041 0,05 
0,04) 

Beginning by the P 2-minimized code d[2 = ~2 = [0, 1], the procedure to 
obtain cJtr+! from cJf.r is to omit from dtr the word Ai E dtr corresponding to Pi 
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in the encircled position of Pr and by putting the words Ai 0, Ai 1 after the 
remaining code words of cJ(r. By this procedure one can obtain the following 
i\-minimized cJ(r codes (r = 2, ... , 10): 

As 
01 
11 

:ftg 

01 
11 

Ji7 

01 01 01 
11 

11 000 ~ ~
o 11 

000 ~ 100 "" 

001 ~100 ~101 ,la 1 ' 0000 
0001 

AlO 
01 
11 

~ 101 101 
101 '''__''__ 0000 0000 

0000 -"--"'_____ ~001 0010 

'\JOOlO 0011 ~ 1000 
0001 "--,~0010 0011 

10011 fl000 -'~-~ 1001 
1001 ~00010 

lOOOl1 

o 

o 

Fig. 2 

In a graph representation, the PlO-minimized code is obtained as follows. 
Let the tree r 2 correspond to P2 with two end points of r 2 corresponding to 
F2 = {p~~), p~~)}. Tre~ r3 corresponding to P3 is obtained by drawing two direct 
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edges from the vertex Yl E rz corresponding to the encircled element p~2) of P2• 

The end points of r3 correspond to the elements of Pa by that the lengths of 
the paths running from j'o to the end points Y2; f'12; I'll corresponding to the 
elements p~3) :2 p~3) > p~3) of P3 yield a monotonically non-decreasing sequence. 
Iterating this procedure in a similar way, the tree r IO corresponding to PlO will 
be of the form in Fig. 2. 

The edges of rlO are directed from the root }'O and art labelled by 0 and l. 
The paths leading from }'O to the end points of rl<J' ,vhen arranged into a mono
tonically decreasing sequence of lengths, correspond to the code-words of the 
PlO-minimized code .;JtlQ" In our example the code-words of ~1O are 

Al = 00 
A2 = 01 
A3 = 100 
A4 = 1010 
A5 = 1011 
A6 = llOO 
A, = 1101 
As = 1110 
A9 = llllO 
AlO= 11111 

One can observe that the algorithm of theorem 2.9 gives the same code for 
the parameters 

1'1 - 2 /.2 - 3 ?3 - 4 1'4 - 5 

SI - 2 S2 - 1 s 3 - 5 S4 - 2 

4. Suppression of noise effects 

The method described below permits the error detecting and correcting 
procedures developed for binary (n; k) - codes (block codes) to be applied to 
comma-free, variahle-length binary encoding. For the description of basic 
notions of protection against noise effects see references [4] and [5]. 

Let us assume the sequence of inform!ltion m., to be encoded by the words 
of the exhausted code, cJtn and the distinct lengths of the code-words are given 
hy the positive integers ?1 < 1'2 < ... < I.r and the number of words of length 

r 

}v (v = 1,2, ... , r) is denoted hy s,. > 1 where :;;;' Sv = n. Let Ai = ,\82 , •• 6k 
1,=1 

where Ai E cftn ; ?'(Ai) = I'k and 6 j is either 0 or 1 and let the first subsequence 
Vi, ~ Ai; Vi, = 6/)2' .. 6;., of length ?1 be termed the prefix of order one 
and the subsequence Vi, = Cli.,+l 6;.,+2 .•• (-;., of length )'2 - 1'1 the prefix of 
order two etc., finally the subsequence V ik = 6;'''_1+16;'''_1+2' •. 6;'k of length 
h - }.k-1 the prefix of order k of Ai' Denoting the set of all of the words of 
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lengths }'1; i'2 - }'l; ..• ; ?r - ?'r-l formable from 0 and 1 by '1\; "'72; ... , "§i 

taking }.o to be zero. The sequence "'?'v (I' = 1, 2, ... ,r) has i·r-i.,._, elements. 

The "'7v are exhausted codes and also I.,. - I'V-l dimensional yector fields oyer 
the residueclass-field Mod 2. 

Considering the direct product ""71 0 "72 0 ... 0 "'7" it is obyious that 
any word Ai of length h in the code cR.n is an element of the direct product 
"§i1 g. c-?,~ g ... '& "§ih• Conycrsely, the vectors of direct products "§il' ""?'1 z: 
® V2,.·., :"71 0 ""?'2 2: ... ® "fir are usually not code-words. A weaker, but 
from practical point of view, an important theorem is 

Theorem 4.1. If cR.n is exhausted, there exists for each V,,; E ;''',0,. (1 :s;: 
:::;: J' < r; 1 <j < 2}.v-i.,,_,) some Ai E cR.n whose prefix of ord~r I' is Vv;' 

Proof: When J' = 1, the statement is triyial since eR:n is exhausted. Fo'r 
v > :2 let us choose the code cR.' c eR:n ohtained from eR:n hy omitting the ele

ments longer than i." -1' a word W of length i"'-1 for which Q (W; cR:.') > o. 
Such lTi always exists, other'wise the elements of cR.1l "with maximum length 
).,'-1 would give an exhausted code; thus hy theorem 2.l.h. eR:1l could not haye 

any element of length I"" whereas hy definition eR:1l has s" > 1 elements of 
length i.,.. Let us consider the word WV, .. : hy theorem 2.l.c. we haye o( TVV.,.: 

v }' '" '- *)' 

.Ytn) = 0, hence i.( WV,) = I." :s;: i.r implies WV"j -=S.. Ai' at least for one 

Ai E cR.!!' 
Consider the hlock-codes '1'[1(11; J.1), "l.tz(lz; i'2 - ).1)' ... , "l.rr(lr; i" - i., - 1); 

it may he ohserved that '1£,,(1,,; J. v - ).,,-1} is of order 2i
.,.-i",_, thus, V,,; E '"f,., 

U
Vj 

E -'H,. : V.'i +-+ U,.j (1 < j < 2i
.,,-i._V,) can he used to construct a one-to-one 

correspondence ~v +-+ eU,. (v = 1,2, ... ,r). The correspondence V,,; ~ U,. 
implies a similar one-to-one correspondence hetween the words Ai = ,<, T\ ... 
. . . Vi;; (Ai E cR:.,,) and AT = U i , U i, . .. Ui;: The AT form a code cR:.;:; having 
n code-words for which Ai ~~ A7; Ai E eR:,,; ..47 E cR:~ (i = 1, ... ,n) holds. 
It' the elements of the sequence of information 2C, are encoded hy the words 
of cR:.~, the erroneous hits occurring in the prefix of the code-word At = 
= U i , F i, ... 1Ji;; of order J' can he detected or corrected hy methods of error 
detection or correction applicahle to the hlock code "l.lv' If the noise effects 
do not appear uniformly hut are more frequent in a sequence of code-words 
ranged in the interval of prefixes of order J', a more effective error correction 
can he used for the prefix of order 1'. 

If the hasic code cR." is Pn-minimized, the most frequently occurring code 
words of thc corresponding code cR:.;' have the property that the maximum 
order of their prefixes is at a mlIllmum. 
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Summary 

Necessary and sufficient condition is given for a code to be minimized. An algorithm 
is presented to construct minimized codes. Error correcting variable-length encoding is 
illustrated by an exaI11ple. 
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